bollywood america 2017
Official Bid System Guidelines
General Information
All teams that compete at a qualified bid competition will be awarded points based on their placement/ranking at that
competition. The Top 11 teams with the highest z-score (see point calculation formula below) will be invited to compete at
Bollywood America in Dallas, Texas on April 8th, 2017.

Point Allocation
Each qualified bid competition will rank the Top 8 HFD/Fusion teams 1st
to 8th place to determine how many points each of those teams will
receive. If a competition has more than 8 teams competing, the points
allocated below 8th place will be zero. Please see the Point Allocation
Chart to see the point allocations based on rank.
**In order for a team placing 1st at a competition to receive an
advantage in this system, that team’s allocated points are double the
highest-ranking non- placing team’s points (4th Place team). **

Point Allocation Chart

1st Place

12 Points

2nd Place

10 Points

3rd Place

8 Points

4th Place

6 Points

5th Place

5 Points

6th Place

4 Points

7th Place

3 Points

8th Place

2 Points

Forfeit Rule
By definition, a team that forfeits is one that does not compete at the competition after being accepted and formally
announced in the official line-up.
A team that chooses to “forfeit” will be subject to a (-3) point penalty. This number has been strategically chosen to
discourage teams from randomly forfeiting from competitions. In addition, this decision is to protect the competition’s lineup
and not disrupt the efforts of competition management team as they plan for their event.
If a team feels that they are unable to compete due to extenuating and unforeseen circumstances, they may submit a
"Forfeit Form” to the Bollywood America 2017 Executive Board to appeal the penalty. The teams that forfeit from a bid
competition will have a chance to present their case and circumstance to the bid competition board and the BA Executive
Board. Acceptable explanations and reasoning, based on a combined review by the bid competition board and the BA
Executive Board, will not be penalized.
Regardless, non-participation in a competition will result in that competition not counting towards that team’s two minimum
competition attended requirement.
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Bid Competition
Eligibility Requirements
Logistics
1. The Competition must be held between October 1, 2016 and March 19, 2017.
2. The Competition must have a minimum of eight (8) Bollywood Fusion teams competing against only Bollywood Fusion
teams in their official lineup.
3. The Competition format must have teams perform one 6 to 8 minute continuous routine. No competitions with
tournament rounds will be eligible.
4. The Competition must be a recurring event. A first year competition will not be eligible. A first year competition is one
that will be held for the first time during the 2016-2017 competitive season, will not be eligible to apply. This includes
competitions that are being revamped with a new name or being held in a new location.
Judging
1. Judging Sheets must be submitted to Bollywood America Board within two to three business days after the results of the
competition have been formally announced.
2. A Judge cannot be from a competing team in the official competition lineup.
3. For competitions that have different dance style teams (Raas, Bhangra, etc) competing, there must be a minimum of three
(3) Bollywood Fusion judges specifically judging the Bollywood Fusion teams in the lineup.
Ethics
1. The final lineup MAY NOT include a team that is affiliated, registered, or recognized by the competition or the host
university of the competition.
2. Show order MAY NOT be determined based on any other criteria other than pure chance. Competitions whose show
orders are determined based on rank of audition videos, timing of applications submitted to the competition, timing of
competition materials submitted to the competition will not be considered. If a competition has a point system for their own
logistics, they are allowed to create an order for teams to select their spot in the lineup, but the lineup determination must
be based on pure chance.
3. A competition may not accept teams into their lineup on a rolling basis. A competition may have two application
deadlines (eg., an early and a late), but it may not accept teams into their lineup before the final application deadline. This
requirement is established to ensure that competitions do not give teams an unfair advantage.
**If at any time a bid competition fails to meet the above guidelines, Bollywood America reserves the right to disqualify that
competition from the bid system.**
Any competition that has concerns about the above requirements and their eligibility, please contact Bollywood America Executive
Board at baboardapps@gmail.com. We are happy to discuss each competition’s circumstances and determine eligibility on a caseby-case basis.
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Team
Eligibility Requirements

Logistics

1. A qualifying team must have attended a minimum of TWO (2) bid competitions.
2. In order to accommodate the minimum attended competition requirement and avoid tie breakers, the points will be calculated using a ‘Global
Z-Score’ system, based on the Top 2 point allocations of the competitions attended. If a team attended more than 2 competitions, only the Top 2
scores will be counted.
Point Calculation Formula
An ‘eligible’ team’s Top 2 point allocations will be summed to yield a total score. To be eligible, a team must compete at a minimum of TWO bid
point competitions.
1) A team’s top two point allocations are summed to
yield a team’s total score.
*This example is purely for illustration purposes and
does not reflect a real or true outcome.
2) An average will then be taken of the population’s scores. The population is defined as all those teams who have competed at a minimum of
TWO bid point competitions.
Example Eligible Teams are Team A, Team B, and Team C. Team D is not eligible because they competed at only one competition.
Average of Team A = 9
Average of Team B = 10
Average of Team C = 8
Average of population = 9 (9 +10 + 8 = 27/3)
3) Once the mean (average) has been calculated, the standard deviation of all eligible teams’ totals points will be calculated using the ‘STDEV’
function in Microsoft Excel.
Example

Team A = 9 points; Team B = 10 points; Team C = 8 points
On Excel = STDEV(TEAMA:TEAMC)
Standard Deviation = 1.00

4) The Z-Score will be calculated using the ‘STANDARDIZE’ function in Excel, which will combine the individual team’s average score, the
population average, and standard deviation to determine a team’s Z-Score.
Example

Z-Score Formula =STANDARDIZE(Team Average, Mean, Standard Deviation)
Team A = STANDARDIZE(9, 9, 1.00) = 0
Team B = STANDARDIZE(10, 9, 1.00) =1
Team C = STANDARDIZE(8, 9, 1.00) = -1

5) The Top 11 Z-scores will be invited to complete at Bollywood America 2017.
6) In the event that two teams earn the same Z-score, the team has the most “1st, 2nd, and/or 3rd place finishes” from the bid competitions
attended will be invited to compete at Bollywood America.
Management Pick: Due to the nature of this new system and the extended opportunity to earn a bid to Bollywood America (as described under “Team
Eligibility Requirements”), there will not be a Management Pick at the end of the season to receive a bid to Bollywood America.
**If there are any questions or concerns about the new bid system (those that do not relate to bid competition eligibility), please do not hesitate to
e-mail us at bollywoodamerica@gmail.com.**

